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Book Overview
This book provides tools for trainees and practicing clinicians in navigating their own and
their patients’ emotion, delivering medical education innovations to support clinician
wellness and enhance patient care.
Clinicians’ responses to patients’ affective cues are linked to care outcomes, and this
book provides concrete training tools to enhance clinicians’ ability to perceive, and
respond to, emotional cues.
This book delivers background on the evolutionary and social function of emotion, the
role of emotion in illness, gender and cultural considerations regarding emotion,
strategies for emotion regulation in self and others, the culture of medicine and its current
and historical relationship to emotional management.
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Focuses on emotion processing for improved patient care and clinician wellness, and
delivers medical education innovations that support emotional wellness in trainees.
Translates research evidence for the importance of identifying and addressing emotion in
patients and clinicians into actionable clinical behavior.
Synthesizes evidence-based practice to support clinical emotional intelligence.

About the Book
Emotions are ever-present in the context of illness and in the process of medical care, and
have an enormous impact on the well-being of patients and healthcare providers alike.
However, patients’ emotions as well as those of their clinicians are acknowledged in an
inconsistent manner in medical education, and the research that should inform clinical
management of emotion is scattered.
The book brings together theory, research, and clinical experience on the broad
topic of emotions in medical care. Drawing on their expertise in research, medical care,
and medical education, the authors provide both basic understanding and practical
insights for healthcare providers on one of their most vital yet challenging aspects of
patient care: recognizing, expressing, acknowledging, and responding to patients’
emotions as well as their own.
The goal of this book is to promote the welfare of both patients and clinicians (in all
healthcare professions) through a better understanding of the role of emotions in
health and medical care.
This book will also advance healthcare providers’ knowledge of the science of emotion,
providing evidence-based guidance on emotion training and its application in the
medical setting. This book provides new guidance for medical trainees, practicing
clinicians, and medical educators, delivering new tools for navigating the extraordinary
emotional demands of practicing medicine.

The book is organized in three sections: Emotion’s Functions, Clinical Emotional
Intelligence, and Emotions in the Culture of Medicine.
•

Chapters in the Emotion’s Functions section provide transdisciplinary background
on the evolutionary, neurobiological, and social function of emotion, the role of
emotion in illness, and emotional dialogue in the medical encounter.

•

The Clinical Emotional Intelligence section covers the importance of identifying
patients’ emotional cues and provides evidence on the role this plays in the
clinician–patient relationship and in clinical outcomes. This section contains
chapters on nonverbal cues of emotion, emotion regulation techniques, the
intersectional relationship between patient and provider background (including
gender, nationality, and race/ethnicity), strategies for emotion recognition, the role
of emotion in clinical decision making, and available training tools for honing
these practices. Three chapters are devoted to specific patient populations:
pediatric patient encounters, patient populations with impaired affect, and patients
with a history of trauma.
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The Emotions in the Culture of Medicine section addresses the professional
challenges of honoring emotion in a medical culture that praises stoicism and
analytical reasoning. One chapter provides strategies for teaching about emotions
in healthcare, another describes interventions that can promote emotional wellness
in undergraduate and graduate medical trainees, and the concluding chapter
focuses on the relationship between emotion and clinician wellness.
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